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The rapid development of Internet along with the wide use of social media applica-
tions produce huge volume of unstructured data in short text form such as tweets,
text snippets and instant messages. This form of data rarely contains repeated word.
It presents challenge in sentences similarity analysis as the standard text similarity
models merely rely on the number of word occurrence, often resulting unreliable
similarity value. Besides, the use of abbreviation, acronyms, slang, smiley, jargon,
symbol or non-standard short form also contributes to the difficulty in similarity
analysis. Thus, an extended ensemble similarity model approach is proposed.
An experimental study has been conducted using datasets of English
short sentences. The findings are very encouraging in improving the similarity
value for short sentences.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring the similarity are important in various natural language processing applications and
information retrieval applications such as information extraction, document clustering [1, 2], categorization
or classification [3], language modeling [4] and ontology mapping [5]. Similarity measure can represent the
similarity between two documents, two queries or one document and one query. It is possible to rank retrieved
documents in order of presumed importance. A similarity function which computes the degree of similarity
between pair of text objects.
The similarity analysis has been done between queries [6], documents [1], text snippets [7, 8], short
segment [6, 9], tweets [10, 11] or question answer (QA) [12, 13]. Most of the preceding works on semantic
similarity or combining the semantic and lexical model relies on additional information derived from large
corpora, dictionary [14, 15] or background knowledge such as WordNet or ConceptNet [16, 17]. Thus these
work highly dependence on third source information.
The increasing ease of access to the Internet is cause of recent explosion of users activity in online
communication through social media. The amount of unstructured data generated from user’s interaction is
growing rapidly and publicly available [18]. Detecting and retrieving such information can facilitate people
from overwhelming or overload information.
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The nature of social media platform which has the limitation of messages which make the user
tend to compact the text by using abbreviation, slangs, jargon, symbol or non standard short form [19, 20].
The existing similarity model based on lexical, semantic and ensemble based model still suffer from data
sparsity and noise. It is because the dependency of this model on NLP tools or third source such as corpus,
dictionary or background knowledge.
This work proposes an ensemble similarity model that uses multiple lexical-based similarity model
to overcome this issue as well as to demonstrate the applicability and significant contribution of
the proposed model.
2. RELATEDWORK
A wide variety of text similarity model exists in the literature. Referring to a survey conducted by [21],
words can be identical similar through lexical and semantic. Lexical-based identify the words similarity through
its lexical which it has similar character sequence or word matching. Whereas semantic words similarity is
based on the meaning of the word rather than character matching. Semantic similarity is computed based on
corpus and knowledge information gather from large corpora or semantic networks such as WordNet [22, 23].
The ensembles of similarity model is proposed by employing ensemble or hybrid model to get a
comprehensive measure which integrates different context features for similarity measuring including lexical
or semantic model. In preceding work, ensemble models have been recommended by the researchers which
proven give record of better performance when applying combine similarity model, compare to single model
of measuring of similarity. The aim of an ensemble based similarity model is to ensemble multiple models of
classifiers or features to solve various problems [24].
Existing combination models can be categorized into different types such as combine classifier or
models [16, 25, 26] combine features [11, 27, 28, 29] and combine feature and classifier or models [7, 30, 31].
M. A. Sultan, S. Bethard, and T. Sumner in [28] measured the similarities of text by combining a vector
similarity feature derived from the word embedding with alignment based similarity. The other model for
the semantic measurement between short texts was proposed by [32] using combinations of two different
features: (1) distributed word representation, (2) corpus and knowledge-based metrics. Later, the presented
method was tested and evaluated by using datasets of Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus and SemEval2015.
This work is different with [30] where the hybrid model were used to reduce the impact of less infor-
mative terms. The hybrid model is based on tf-idf information and semantic word embedding.
These combination leads to a greater model for short text semantic content. Combinations of different
lexical, syntactic and semantic similarity measures have been carried out by [16, 31] in their research to tackle
problem in identifying paraphrase and assessing sentence similarity. R. Ferreira et al in [16] also combined
with statistical model where syntactic similarity between sentences was measured using the relation of the syn-
tactic layer calculated by matching the vertices of the RDF triples. Semantic Role Annotation (SRA) was used
to identify the semantic function of each RDF graph entities and to identify the meaning in the sentence.
The focus of the work by [25] used knowledge and corpus-based similarity model to estimate the
similarities of the corresponding words. They presented two systems for automated measuring of semantic
similarity of short texts that is submitted to SemEval-2012 Task 6. However, their work was relied on semantic
network (WordNet) and the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) over a large corpus to estimate the distribution.
Dataset from WordSim353 was later used to compared and evaluate the model.
J. Oliva et al in [33] introduced new method namely SyMSS that used a combination of syntactic and
semantic information from WordNet to compute sentence semantic similarity of two sentences. The sentences
were represented as syntactic dependence tree which the idea was the meaning of terms can be seen through its
syntactic connections among terms. The semantic information was obtained using WordNet.
The statistical information within the short text snippets pair contained in the corpus involved is com-
bined with semantic information by [7]. The WordNet was employed as lexical database to compare with word
similarity measure. CMU newsgroup dataset was used to simulate short text clustering scenarios. Through the
proposed method, initial similarities were established between words via lexical database. Later, the method
calculates iteratively words similarities and short text similarities and finally, the proximity metric was con-
structed and used to convert the raw text snippets into vectors. However, in this short text modelling method,
the corpus that provides the context for understanding the particular meanings of the words usually needs to
contain several thousands of text snippets However, the corpus need to contain thousands of text snippet to
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provides the meaning of particular context of the words.
The combine model also been used to analyze Malay sentences by Noah et al. [26] where the word
order similarity was ensemble with semantic similarity. The word order similarities was relied on the calcula-
tion of vector space model (cosine), however base on the experimental results, this model is not effectively to
be used alone. Open dictionary was use as a corpus for semantic analysis and the its shows the dependency of
another third resource.
Although, significant progress has been made by some well-known text similarity model, such as
the lexical and semantic similarity model, they are not truly supporting the short text retrieval with respect
to the limitation of the length and changes the way of user’s writing the sentence to compact with the length
which limit their applicability. In an effort to address this limitation, this work has focused on developing an
extended ensemble similarity model that consist of both lexical and spelling error model as briefly discussed in
the following section.
3. LEXICAL-BASED SIMILARITY MODEL
Lexical-based similarity model were originally applied to identify the words with similar string
sequences and character composition [34]. In contrast on relying on a single measure, our model relies on
combination of lexical similarity models which is combination of VSM (cosine) and edit distance (Damerau-
Leveinstein Distance) model.
The proposed methodology is applied to benchmark dataset by [27]. This dataset has been used in
many studies [16, 22, 35]. This dataset consist of 65 pairs or noun definitions of terms. However, the previous
work by [22, 35] and [36] generally considered only a subset of 30 pairs.
3.1. Vector space model
Figure 1. shows the process for computing the sentence similarity between two short text using cosine
similarity model. In adopting the cosine model, each sentences is tokenized and a set of joint distinct word if
formed. A joint distinct word set of W is formed between s and t as W = s ∪ t, where s = w1, w2, ......., wn;
and t = v1, v2, ......., vn. The joint distinct word set is used to construct term-document matrix.
Figure 1. The process for Cosine similarity between sentences
In a term-document matrix, a document vectors is represent the frequency of terms occurrence in
document collections. The rows of the matrix represent to the documents in the collections and columns
corresponds to term. The matrix value indicate the terms appearance in pairwise short text i.e zero value are
set for unavailable terms and non-zero value for the occurrence terms in a pairwise short text. The non-zero
values of each entry in the matrix are set based on frequency of terms occurrence within a document using tf-idf
scheme. The frequencies of terms in a document tend to indicate the relevance or similarity of the document to
each other.
A pair of sentences midday:noon, s and t from [27] dataset which:
(a) s : Midday is 12 o’clock in the middle of the day
(b) t : Noon is 12 o’clock in the midle of the dey
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where t is used as the input sentences and s as the pair sentences from the database. The s is represent
as sentence with correct spelling paired with the spelling errors of the sentence t. From this pair of sentences,
the join set is generate st = [midday, noon, is, 12, o’clock, in, the, middle, midle, of, the, day, dey]. With the
given of two vectors, the similarity value of s and t can be measure by calculating their cosine product based
on matrix constructed. Thus the cosine similarity value for aforementioned sentences are 0.67. However the
cosine similarity value is much lower than the mutual agreement of 32 raters which indicate that those similarity
value of that particular pair of sentences is 0.96.
3.2. Edit distance
The edit distance between sentence s and t is defined as the minimum number of edit required to
transforming s into t or vise versa. The DLD allows insertion, deletion, substitution and transposition for two
adjacent characters. Damerau stated that these four operations correspond to more than 80% of all human
misspellings [37].
Figure 2 shows the process of calculating the DLD between two sentences. It involves three main
steps which are constructing the matrix, mapping the character to the suitable conditions and finally calculating
the similarity score.
Figure 2. The process for DLD similarity between sentences
The aforementioned pair of sentences was again used to calculate the DLD. The bigger edit
distance value implies that the sentences s and t are not similar. Then the similarity value is 0.82 was calculated
as follow:
SimDamerauLevenshtein(s, t) = 1− DLD(s, t)
max(|s|, |t|) (1)
4. ENSEMBLE MODEL
Ensemble based models have recently gain attention due to their reported results which is better than
using single model alone [6, 15, 26, 31]. The aim of these ensemble model is to combine multiple models to
solve the short text similarity problems containing noise (spelling error, short form, jargon etc). The models
can be combined by several approaches such averaging [27, 26], majority vote, weighted majority vote [38]
and boosting [39]. The proposed ensemble model is based on averaging of VSM and edit-distance, where both
uncertainty and reliability of each single model are taken into account.
The proposed ensemble models is a combinations of VSM (cosine similarity) and edit-distance simi-
larity (DLD) model for analysing the text similarity contents of social media platform. The proposed ensemble
model will calculate the overall similarity between two sentences by a linear combinations as follows:
Simcombinr = δSimcosine + (1− δ)SimDLD (2)
The ensemble averaging model is same as used by [27] and [26].
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5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experimental result is based on dataset by [27]. The lack of suitable evaluation dataset is greatest
obstacle that hinders for evaluating our proposed EXSIMO. Y. Li et al in [27] used this benchmark dataset for
evaluating algorithms to measure the semantic similarity of the short text. The dataset was modified as shown
in Table 1 for pair number two and three which contain spelling errors in the sentence and the changes of the
sentence structure.
The testing results of the selective sentences are as illustrated in Table 1. Table shows the similarity
value of cosine similarity, DLD and combination of both model for pairwise analysis on short sentence (s)
with sentence in database (t). The X denote the mean value of 32 raters agreement. The different pair of
sentences was tested to show the applicability of proposed combine model with single model. The full result
was represented by graph as shown in Figure 3.
In general, the proposed ensemble model gives superior results and its satisfactory as compared to the
single baseline model. The result of the proposed ensemble model in Table 1 indicates a consistent similarity
value compared with X with very minimal differences.
The similarity value produced by the proposed ensemble model is significant under dissimilar pair.
In the case of most selection sentences pair, the similarity value of dissimilar sentence is decreased.
For example for the pair of cord:smile, the proposed ensemble model producing 0.13 of similarity value com-
pared with cosine 0.11 and DLD are 0.15. The DLD give higher similarity value than cosine, even though the
sentences are totally dissimilar in word and meaning. Then the proposed model overcome these problems by
averaging the similarity value and automatically decrease the similarity value for dissimilar pair of sentences.
Table 1. Comparison of Similarity Models using Dataset by [27]
Words
pair
Sentence pair X Cosθ DLD Ensemble
1. midday:noon
- Midday is 12 o’clock in the middle of the day.
- Noon is 12 o’clock in the middle of the day. 0.95 0.89 0.87 0.88
2. midday:noon
- Midday is 12 o’clock in the middle of the day.
- Noon is 12 o’clock in the midle of the dey. - 0.67 0.82 0.75
3. midday:noon
- Midday is 12 o’clock in the middle of the day.
- 12 o’clock in the midle of the dey is noon. - 0.67 0.56 0.62
4. cord:smile
- Cord is strong, thick string.
- A smile is the expression that you have on your face when you are pleased
or amused, or when you are being friendly.
0.01 0.11 0.15 0.13
5. rooster:voyage
- A rooster is an adult male chicken.
- A voyage is a long journey on a ship or in a spacecraft. 0.01 0.24 0.29 0.27
6. gem: jewel
- A gem is a jewel or stone that is used in jewellery.
- A jewel is a precious stone used to decorate valuable things that you wear,
such as rings or necklaces.
0.65 0.52 0.32 0.42
7. cock:rooster
- A cock is an adult male chicken
- A rooster is an adult male chicken. 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.85
8. cemetery: graveyard
- A cemetery is a place where dead people’s bodies or their ashes are buried.
- A graveyard is an area of land, sometimes near a church, where dead people
are buried.
0.77 0.36 0.39 0.38
9. automobile:wizard
- An automobile is a car.
- In legends and fairy stories, a wizard is a man who has magic powers. 0.02 0.25 0.23 0.24
10. mound:stove
- A mound of something is a large rounded pile of it.
- A stove is a piece of equipment which provides heat, either for cooking or
for heating a room.
0.01 0.26 0.29 0.28
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Figure 3. Comparison Similarity Value by Cosine, DLD and Proposed Model
6. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates the combination of lexical-based model shows the significant in analysing
the short text. The experimental results also have shown the significant use of the proposed ensemble model in
analysing the short sentences. This research is to overcome the limitations of both lexical-based models used.
The experimental results also have indicated the potential use of our combination similarity model in overcome
the weakness of both models by resolving the spelling error for the input query
Both techniques are only consider the similarities in lexical terms, without taking into account the
semantic context of the terms in sentences. However, the advantage of both single models also influence the
attaining better similarity value and show convincing results. Comparison with single similarity model indicates
that the proposed model produces a marked improvement in short text similarity retrieval.
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